Impact of gastric emptying on levodopa pharmacokinetics in Parkinson disease patients.
Adjunction of the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) inhibitor entacapone (EN) to levodopa/carbidopa (LD/CD) improves motor symptoms in patients with Parkinson disease (PD) by a prolonged elimination of LD. But it is not known whether EN addition influences gastric emptying and thus LD pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. Objectives were to simultaneously determine plasma LD elimination, gastric emptying, and clinical response after a single intake of the same LD dosage as LD/CD--or as (LD/CD/EN) formulation on 2 consecutive days. In both groups, PD patients with delayed gastric emptying had significant lower LD plasma concentrations. Addition of EN did not influence gastric emptying but significantly improved motor response, which was not different for patients with delayed gastric emptying. However, with and without EN adjunction gastric emptying distinctly contributes to the variability of plasma LD bioavailability. This may impact LD delivery to the brain and thus motor response in PD patients. Therefore, fine tuning of LD application, which considers gastric emptying, becomes more and more essential in advanced PD stages with a reduced striatal neuronal dopamine capacity, which is responsible for maintenance of motor response in early PD patients.